Name

GDPR
Consent
No

Support with
modi cations

Policy Number

Comments

PC response

Additional
comments

H2 site 2

Highly visible. Tra c impact.
Lack of footpaths. Flooding.
Destruction of verges and
hedgerows.

Check policies
relating to ooding
and drainage.
Ensure hedgerow
policy is strong.

Policy EH2
responds to the
issues identi ed in
the Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment
report 2010
produced by
Horsham DC.
Policy EH3
responds to the
issue of hedgerows

General

No consultation with residents

That is the purpose
of the Reg 14
consultation and
survey.

Site selection

Crossways should be
reconsidered

Review Crossways

Yes

Support with
modi cations

Site selection

Selection is awed

Review site
selections following
Reg 14 responses

No

Support

General

Strongly support the proposed
inclusion of low cost / starter
homes for local people together
with mixed developments to exclude as far as possible
more ‘executive’ homes

Noted

Yes

Comments

H2 site 1

Road safety and congestion
issues

Review WSCC
Highways
comments

H2 site 2

Need to protect BAP woodland
to west. HNS should be
undertaken.

BAP land has
adequate
protection. Housing
numbers have been
established by HDC

General

Improvements in footpaths with Discuss school
the removal of stiles and
parking with HDC
if necessary replaced with gates
to allow access for all.Reduced
parking on the main roads near
the school, a creation of a car
park if possible for parents of
pupils.

No highways issues
identi ed

HDC cannot help
as it is WSCC land.
Footpath
improvements must
be added to the
IDP

Support with
comments

General

I feel that the Parish Council
have thoroughly identi ed the
key issues and support their
response

Noted

Yes

Support with
modi cations

H2 site 2

Concerns about wildlife, tra c,
impact on drainage due to
reduction in land to absorb
water. Concern that the site has
been rejected previously

Check policies
relating to ooding
and drainage.
Ensure hedgerow
policy is strong.

Policy EH2
responds to the
issues identi ed in
the Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment
report 2010
produced by
Horsham DC.
Policy EH3
responds to the
issue of hedgerows

Site selection

Take out Smock and include
Furze eld and Southmill which
are closer to amenities

Check site
selection

Southmill could
only accommodate
housing by building
in the gap between
settlements.
Furze eld could
possibly
accommodate 5
dwellings however
the large number of
TPO’s on the site
would make itt
di cult to develop
and the number of
units would require
further sites to
make up the
numbers.

Support

General

Supports the plan and believes
village activities are good

Noted

Comments

Appendix 4

The house is called Spring
Wood House (originally known
as Corins), Threals Lane,
West Chiltington is an original
Wells Cottage set in 1.4 acres.
We would like it to be included
in the list of Wells Cottages

Check Wells
document

Yes

Support

Yes

Support

Yes

Support

Yes

Oppose with
comments

Yes

Support with
modi cations

Oppose with
comments

Yes

Support with
modi cations

Yes

NO

Coal Authority

Support with
modi cations

Comments

General

Oppose with
comments

As the population grows – also
the housing must increase, but I
am concerned that it shouldn’t
be too large.

Noted

Noted
Site selection

Southmill House is a wholly
brown eld site. It is not
green eld at all. And is one
complete title/site. This is not a
matter of opinion; it is case law:
Dartford Borough Council vs
Secretary of State DCLG & Ors
[2017] EWCA Civ 141 (14 March
2017).

Do not agree.
Southmill House
can only
accommodate
housing if the land
in the separation
zone and outside of
the BUAB is used.

Site selection

There has been no site visit nor
any attempt to liaise with the
owners at all. And as such the
plan has not been made in
accordance with the process
and should be dismissed.

There is no
requirement to
liaise with the
landowner if the
land is not being
brought forward
due to policy
constraints

Site selection

Who has overridden the
AECOM decision considering
that Southmill House has had
no planning apps for over 42
years (2 generations)?

Not relevant.
Southmill House
can only
accommodate
housing if the land
in the separation
zone and outside of
the BUAB is used.

Site selection

Appendix A inaccuracies in the
report

Noted

Site selection

Totally contrary to AECOM
report P70 “the site is visually
contained by trees it is unlikely
to have a signi cant impact on
the openness.” Who has made
this decision to contradict the
AECOM report without either a
site visit nor liaison? In the
interest of openness of the
procedure the people making
this decision and the rational
should be made public as well
as the identity and quali cations
relevant to this study should be
made.

Southmill House
can only
accommodate
housing if the land
in the separation
zone and outside of
the BUAB is used.

Pay 25 H1.3

The draft HDC Plan online
shows clearly that the existing
BUABs remain unchanged in
these areas. The only change
being Trian by the Mill adjoining
us to the north. HDC Local Plan
(draft) Policy Map 26 clearly
shows this. Policy map key
clearly shows that any
amendment to the existing
BUAB is in red. Neither Smock
Alley nor Hatches are edged in
red and both sit outside of the
proposed BUAB.

The BUAB can be
amended by a NP.
Incursion into the
gap between
settlements at this
point would be
highly visible and
set a precedent for
further
development of the
gap.

EH 10 Map E

The alleged view represented by Check the views
the arrow pointing NE to SW
policy
over the eld at the rear
of Southmill House is no such
thing. The view NE when
standing on the public footpath
is 50cm long as there is a row of
6m tall trees that form the
hedging to the raised eld
behind the footpath. The view
SW (unless you stand just
where the land owner has
reduced the height of the 2m
tall hedge to 1.5m) is equally
blocked. Even without this it is
an uninspiring view and is
contrary to the AECOM report
for this.
Whilst the footpath is lovely, as
you can plainly see from the
below photos the continuous
trees to the left (photos 1 & 2)
preclude any “signi cant” view
and the views to the left facing
west, photo 3 demonstrate
this equally other than the short
length cut down in photo 1.
Photo 4 references the location
of this.

Site selection

Smock Alley is a totally
green eld site with signi cant
natural habitat features as well
as being further from any bus
routes, family recreation
facilities, and only served by
roads which are at parts single
car width only. The council’s
apparent obsession with
ignoring National guidance on
green eld sites when there are
brown eld sites available and
recognized as developable by
the PC itself is both ba ing as
well as disappointing.

There are no
brown eld sites
that have been
‘ignored’. Southmill
House is not a
brown eld site

General

The Plan will fail due to a lack of
consultation with landowners
and developers. The unlawful
draft should be scrapped.

The purpose of the
Reg 14 is to ensure
that residents and
statutory
consultees are
given an
opportunity to
comment

Site selection

The conclusions of the Site
Selection Tables also con ict
with those of the independent
AECOM “Site Options and
Assessment” report.

The Site Selection
process is only one
part of the process.
No decision has
been made. The
outcomes of the
parish wide survey
will help to
determine the next
steps and could
well lead to the
decision not to take
any of the site
forward.

Hatches

Concerns about loss of
Noted. Look at a
employment and the need for a condition that
bu er around Nytimber’s land to requires a bu er
protect biodiversity as the
vineyard uses lots of pesticides

Smock

Ecological impacts not
mentioned. Within separation
zone

The ecological
impact would have
to be assessed as
part of any planning
application. Agree
within the
separation zone but
sites have to be
found.

Southmill House

Bias in the selection process.
Reference to planning being
refused several times but
cannot be found.

Check

No evidence found
of previous
applications.
However the
comments about
the separation zone
and BUAB still
make this site
unacceptable

Brown eld sites

Clarity needed on the de nition

Check and amend
if required

NPPF de nition is
clear.

H1.3

Statement is misleading

Check

The BUAB will be
amended if the
housing sites are
agreed

Site selection

Suggestion of predetermination and lack of
impartiality

That is the purpose
of the Reg 14
consultation and
survey.

Code of Conduct

Not adequate to protect against
con ict of interests

Noted however it is
not possible to
have total
impartiality in a NP
environment as
everyone has an
interest. That is why
the process must
be followed.

Publicity

Di ering closing dates
advertised

The Reg 14 was
publicised for 8
weeks when the
regs only require 6.
It was held open
until the 21st to
ensure that any
confusion did not
lead to
disadvantage.

Smock

Adversane development for
3000 would negate need.
Serious detriment to ecology

Adversane has
been removed from
the Local Plan
allocation.

Highway safety

Smock Alley is single track.
Issues with speeding and tra c
ow.

Check WSCC
Highways
comments

Brown eld sites

Site 3, SA014 and Site 4 are all
situated on roads with two way
tra c and good visibility

Noted

Smock

Concerns that the site has been Discuss with the
refused twice previously and the team and HDC
Landscape assessment states
that it has low to no capacity for
housing

Smock

Widening of Smock Alley would
contravene policy EH9 as it is a
sunken lane

EH3

The site is unimproved
Ecology report
grassland so contravenes EH3.1 needed before
development could
commence

H2 site 2

Section e mentions retaining
trees and hedges on the west
and east but omits the north
which must also be preserved

Check and amend
if required

Smock

If this site is to be included then
strong controls need to be
applied

Agree

Agree. The arrow
should be located
looking west and
east from footpath
WSx/2419/3

WSCC has no
issues

HDC state that the
planning landscape
has changed and
the balance tipped
in favour of
sustainable
development

Agree. The PC
would not agree to
any widening of the
road

Amended
accordingly

I strongly support the aims of
Noted
minimising the environmental
and visual impact of any new
development, maintaining
the separation between the
Common and the old village
and maintaining biodiversity and
the rural character of the parish.
Section2

Does not agree with the HDPF
Reg 19 gures for housing
numbers.

The PC has been
given a gure by
HDC and is working
to that gure.

Planning policy

The NP should not precede the
Local Plan

Not correct. A NP
should be in
conformity with the
current adopted
Plan to meet the
Basic Conditions

Site Assessment

Contends that the site selection
process was awed as this site
is capable of taking 15 units
and is not constrained

To allow for 15 units
the land to the rear
of the property
which lies outside
of the settlement
boundary in the
gap between
settlements would
have to be utilised.

Site Assessment

Further suggests that the
housing numbers are awed.

The PC has been
given a gure by
HDC and is working
to that gure. If a
further allocation is
made when the
HDPF is amended
then the NP will be
revised to deal with
that issue.

Tra c

Increased tra c is an issue and
green spaces, heritage and the
settlement gap must be
protected

Noted

No need to consult

Noted

Smock

Appeal decisions and the fact
that the site is not within the
BUAB.

Allocated through a
NP therefore the
BUAB can be
amended

Smock

Site would require road
widening and signi cant
removal of hedgerows and loss
of BAP green infrastructure

NP policy EH9
provides protection
for the roads and
the planning
application does
not propose
widening. NP Policy
EH3 does not
permit the loss of
trees or hedges of
arboricultural value
and the planning
application
provides protection
for the hedges and
trees on the site.
Any development
would be required
to demonstrate that
there was not loss
of biodiversity
corridor function;
no loss of habitat
and that protected
species were not
harmed.
Agree. Added to
the Plan

Comments
Yes

This property lies
outside of the
parish in Thakeham

Noted

Support

CPRE

Crossways site
includes land the
subject of several
TPO’s but most
importantly delivers
local shopping
amenity to West
Chiltington
Common and
development would
contravene HDPF
Policy 9

Yes

Yes

No

Comments

EH 8 Wells
Cottages

Little Barmoor, Sunset Lane was not included in the listing.
Surely this was an omission as
it not only clearly appears on
the 1938 map extract of the
area, but has many of the Wells
characteristics

Yes

Support

General

Fully support the Plan but would Noted
like development to be small

Yes

Support with
comments

GA1

There is a pressing need
for infrastructural tra c calming
measures, to prevent further
cultural clashes. For instance,
we welcome the proposal of
automated speed warning
systems in Harborough Hill and
suggest other such measures
are considered around the
village. Arti cial Intelligence is a
superior judge of speed and is
evidenced as delivering
improved behavioural
outcomes, in contrast to our
current well-intended but wholly
misguided human interventions.
I recommend we include a
paragraph that better sets out
the current issues in the village,
as a cause of
cultural friction and the safety
impairments arising from the
distracting behaviours of
the self-appointed vigilantes.
This would both underline the
severity of the current issue and
may act as a discouragement
and deterrent to
their vexatious behaviour of
the vigilantes, if they read it.

Look at policy
wording and
consider
Infrastructure
Delivery Plan and
tra c calming

Policies GA1 and 2
are su cient

EH10

I am confused by how
the “signi cant views” listed in
paragraph EH10.1 interrelate
with Map E.

Look at the views
and Map E

Remove Map E and
rely on policy
wording

Windfall delivered 4
units plus
Rambledown for 10
if approved
however previous
consent is more
than two years old.

The introductory paragraph
makes speci c reference
to “views to the South Downs”,
but none of these are captured
in Map E (supporting evidence),
which does not include the
many views of the South Downs
from areas such
as FoxFields and the top of
Harborough Hill. I am not sure
why you would make reference
to the South Downs views from
the village, if you do not then
include a single view in the
direction of the South Downs on
the map.

Environment
Agency

BRITTON & TIME
ON BEHALF OF
MR & MRS
MURPHY

No

Comments

Housing

If I have read the policy
correctly, there is a requirement
for 74 new properties to be built
during the plan period. Of these
74, how many does WCPC
hope to be provided by
individual single properties
being built within the village,
rather than larger development
projects? Surely this type of
good quality in ll is preferable?

Look at windfall
numbers over the
past two years

Yes

Oppose with
comments

Smock

Haven for wildlife. Previous
appeal decisions. Flooding of
Smock Alley. Poor state and
size of adjoining roads. Lack of
infrastructure such as doctors,
public transport, footpaths,
employment and school
capacity

Ecology report will
be required prior to
development.
WSCC has not
raised any issues
relating to highways
so we cannot
object on this
grounds. Doctors
will not complain as
they are paid per
patient and will
increase their
capacity thru funds
generated from the
developer

No

Comments

Wells Cottages

Inaccuracies in the document

Amend the
document

No

Support with
comments

General

Development needs to be done
responsibly

Noted

Yes

Oppose with
comments

Smock

Poor access. BUAB. Settlement
Zone. Rural character. Should
also consider Furze eld, The
Winery, Hatches House

Furze eld could
possibly
accommodate 5
dwellings however
the large number of
TPO’s on the site
would make it
di cult to develop.
The Winery would
not comply with
HDC policy.
Hatches House
could deliver 5
units but there are
signi cant tra c
issues

Yes

Support with
comments

Transport

There is a need for better public
transport to allow young people
to access cinemas etc at
present there are no evening
bus services

Look at transport
policies to see if the
can be improved.

Yes

Comments

Flooding

We are pleased to see that the Noted
proposed allocations have
been directed to the areas at
the lowest probability of
ooding (Flood Zone 1).

EH1

Policy EH1 refers to no net loss
of biodiversity from
development. However, the
forthcoming Environment Bill is
to require 10% Biodiversity Net
Gain from development
proposals. We would
recommend that this policy
re ects that.

EH2

Policy EH2 is helpful in its
Amend the Plan
contents, but we note that it is
titled ‘Surface Water
Management’. The policy itself
refers to ood risk from other
sources of ooding as well (i.e.
reference to Flood Zone 2 and 3
which for this area is from uvial
ooding), and in addition sitespeci c ood risk assessments
(as required by paragraph 167
of the National Planning Policy
Framework) requires
assessment of risk from all
sources of ooding. We would
recommend that the policy title
is instead amended to
‘Management of ood risk and
surface water’ just to re ect this

Amended
accordingly

Smock

We note that the allocated site
Add to policy
‘Land at Smock Alley’ is located conditions
upon/in close proximity to a
Source Protection Zone 1 area.
Therefore, any developer should
ensure that suitable measures
are incorporated into the
development to protect
groundwater quality.

Amended
accordingly

Details of access
sought from WSCC.
Policy amended in
respect of pesticide
overspray and
runo

Amend the Plan

Document
amended

The policy does not
refer to net loss

YES

Comments

Hatches Estate

No right of access to pass over Take up issues with
the access way shown on the
HDC
draft Plan. Loss of privacy. TPO
trees require more adequate
protection. Regular ooding of
the land. Issues of pesticide run
o from the vineyards to the
north.

Yes

Oppose with
comments

H1 and H2

Question over the reliability of
the AECOM report and the
subsequent addition of local
criteria to the outcomes. Alleges
predetermination.

The Site Selection
process is only one
part of the process.
No decision has
been made. The
outcomes of the
parish wide survey
will help to
determine the next
steps and could
well lead to the
decision not to take
any of the site
forward.

Yes

Comments

Hatches Estate

Concerns over pesticides on
the land to the north and the
loss of habitat for pollinators
especially as the vineyards have
created a monoculture

Take up issues with
HDC. Should the
development be
required to have a
bu er zone?

Yes

Support

Housing

It is desirable for sites to be
Noted
allocated for the small
developments proposed, rather
than no speci c sites nominated
allowing a ‘free for all’ to
development.

Support with
comments

Wells and Housing

I am happy to con rm that,
having reviewed the plan,
including Environmental Report,
we do not have any objections
to the plan's proposals. We are
pleased to see the identi cation
the Wells' Cottages as nondesignated heritage assets for
their architectural interest. We
would really like to see these
illustrated within the plan,
perhaps with annotation
identifying those features that
contribute to their interest. As a
suggestion for the two site
allocations for new housing
development, we wonder
whether directing these to
adopt a similar architectural
ambition, or to employ a similar
suite of materials to the Wells'
cottages would help to build a
pattern of new development
(including a ordable housing)
that contributes to the strong
local identity

Wells Cottages
detail is in the
Appendix. Note the
suggestion about
the design of any
new development

No

Support with
comments

General

Comments about age pro le
and dealing with housing for all
ages. Suggests a 20mph speed
limit and better footpaths

Noted

Yes

Oppose with
comments

Hatches

Lack of bus services, poor
footpaths, school parking
causing congestion. Contrary to
HDC policy

Not contrary to
HDC policy as it is
being promoted
byHDC in their
Local Plan
consultation

No

Comments

Hatches

What will happen to the eld to
the east? How can you ensure
that the development does not
spread and how can access to
the elds be maintained

Policy makes
reference to access
to land to the east.
Not possible to say
that the land will
never be
developed.

No

Support

No comments

Noted

No

Comments

General

Recent planning application
have removed mature trees.
This needs to be carefully
monitored to stop it happening

Policy EH3 must be
upheld

Yes

Oppose with
comments

H2 site 2 Smock

Contradiction with paras 4.2
and 5. Use of brown eld sites
over green eld ones in
particular The Winery and
Nestledown Nursery over
Smock Alley

The Winery and
Nestledown are
contrary to HDC
policy

No

Oppose with
comments

Use of brown eld sites over
green eld ones in particular The
Winery. Hatches Estate is
undisturbed pastureland ice in
wildlife and should be
designated as Green Space.
The WSCC ‘Pollinator Action
Plan’ document would rule out
this site. This site showed be
assessed against Policy EH1

Any planning
application would
need to show how
it complies with the
policies of the NP
and other National,
County and District
Plans.

No

Oppose with
comments

Smock Alley

Why the total about turn by
HDC when the site has been
rejected twice at appeal and
twice by HDC o cers. Blatant
bullying by HDC who have
decided where development will
go not the local people.

HDC state that the
planning landscape
has changed and
the balance tipped
in favour of
sustainable
development

No

Oppose with
comments

H2 Smock

Should use brown eld sites.
Poor infrastructure of
pavements and footpaths and
tra c increase.

Policies relating to
improvements to
footpaths and
access are already
in the Plan.

Yes

Oppose with
comments

Site selection

It is legally incorrect to attempt
to classify Southmill House as
other than solely a brown eld
site. The AECOM report and
subsequent desktop analysis
are untrue and too subjective.

Do not agree. Half
Site does not
of the site lies
appear to be in the
outside of the
HELAA
BUAB and in the
Separation Zone.
Check the
references to the
site in the AECOM
report. Also check if
the owners have
ever submitted this
land for inclusion in
the HELAA.

Yes

Oppose with
comments

H2 Smock

Historic England

1.

The land is inside the
settlement separation
zone,

2. Dismissed at two
previous appeals.

Policy amended in
respect of pesticide
overspray and
runo

Agree amended
accordingly

HDC state that the
planning landscape
has changed and
the balance tipped
in favour of
sustainable
development

3. Green eld site outside of
the BUAB.
4. Severe harm on local
wildlife.
5. Possible road widening.
6. Increase in tra c on
narrow lane putting
pedestrians, cyclists and
horse riders at risk.
Brown eld sites such as
The Winery should be
used
Yes

Yes

Oppose with
comments

Oppose with
comments

General

Lack of transparency. Not
No decision has
working with the public and pre- been made. The
determination.
outcomes of the
parish wide survey
will help to
determine the next
steps and could
well lead to the
decision not to take
any of the site
forward.

Smock Alley

The proposed development
would result in material harm to
the character and appearance
of the area, in particular having
regard to the individual
settlement characteristics,
including the separation of
the two built up areas of West
Chiltington.

Amending the
separation zone at
this point would
have the least
harmful impact.

Basic Conditions

P4.2 statements are incorrect
as there has been no
consultation with residents
and no engagement.

The Reg 14 is the
start of the
consultation
process with
residents. Also the
process has been
minuted fully and
available at all
times for residents
to engage with or
challenge

Introduction

No consultation has taken
place

The Reg 14 is the
start of the
consultation
process with
residents. Also the
process has been
minuted fully and
available at all
times for residents
to engage with or
challenge

Site Selection

No engagement and dictated by The Reg 14 is the
the PC. Smock Alley is in the
start of the
separation zone.
consultation
process with
residents. Also the
process has been
minuted fully and
available at all
times for residents
to engage with or
challenge

Consultation
Statement

Lack of consultation. No events. See above
No chance to input

Site Selection

The NP should reconsider
Furze eld, Southmill House as
more acceptable

Check the site
selection tables

Smock

Two previous appeal decisions.
Why has Rambledown not been
taken o the housing gure?
Ecology issues - dormice and
badgers. Outside of settlement
zone. Hatches House, Southmill
House and The Winery more
suitable. Wishes the word
maximum to be added to the
housing numbers.

HDC response :
The recent appeal
decision (Ref: W/
4000372) relating to
Ramblehouse (DC/
19/1226) for eight
units, access and
parking and will be
recorded as a
‘windfall’. It would
not be appropriate
to take this number
o any requirement
for the Parish as
this would be
perceived as
‘double counting’
when we are
recording the
quantum of
permissions,
commitments and
windfalls for our
annual monitoring
protocols.

See previous
comments

Maximum cannot
be added as
Examiners take the
view that this is
against the
principle of
sustainable
development and in
fact require the
word minimum.
No

Support with
comments

Housing

Fully support building on both
sites

Noted

Yes

Support with
comments

General

Support well designed
development with good open
spaces and planting

Noted

Smock Alley

Road aspects give good
Noted
visibility. Slope could be used to
give interest. Precedent set by
dev 30 years ago on green eld
plots

Hatches Estate

Concerns over access and
increased tra c at the
crossroads. Would support
parking for the school

the land is not
controlled by
Horsham District
Council. The
landowner has put
it forward for
consideration for
housing and is
unlikely to consider
it for parking

Look at drainage
policies

No

Oppose with
comments

Smock Alley

Tra c and drainage issues

Yes

Oppose with
comments

Smock Alley

Failure to assess tra c impacts, Take up issues with
visual impact, site rejected
HDC. Look again at
twice by HDC, Crossway more
Crossways
suitable

Crossways site
includes land the
subject of several
TPO’s but most
importantly delivers
local shopping
amenity to West
Chiltington
Common and
development would
contravene HDPF
Policy 9

Yes

Oppose with
comments

Getting Around:
para 3.6; PR 8a &
8b

Not enough made about the
appalling state and unsuitability
of many of Chilt’s roads and
footpaths. Major route is only 2
metres wide.

Revise the section

Wording at 3.6
makes it clear. GA1
and 2 do as well

EH9

HDC should commission a
review of the infrastructure
before more housing is built

Discuss with the
team and HDC

Smock

Challenging the HDC decision in See comments
light of the appeals
above

H1.3

Clarity needed over the BUAB
amendment

Review

NO

Support with
comments

General

the site which is pasture (low
grade) at the junction of Smock
Alley and Threals Lane was the
subject of a planning
application in the past and was
refused on Land Drainage
grounds. This plot could have
suitable drainage installed and
could be considered for future
low volume housing
development

This plot is in
Thakeham parish
and has consent for
8 dwellings

Yes

Support with
modi cations

General

Roads surfaces need to be
repaired especially the bit by
the Village Hall.
Reception for mobile phone
totally inadequate.

Noted

Yes

Support with
modi cations

Smock

How can the site be controlled
to ensure further development is
stopped? Could all dwellings be
kept to single storey. How can
the woodland be protected?

Look at options for
additional
protection for the
woodland

Site 2 section e

Trees and hedges to the north
should also be included

Revise the section

Smock

No widening of the roads

Noted

No

Support

General

Expression of support for the
Plan

Noted with thanks

No

Comments

General

Need for a CLT

Discuss with the
team

Hatches House

Land for parking for the school

See previous
comments

Communication

No community involvement

That is the purpose
of the Reg 14

Smock Alley point a

The area of land is not correct
so the plan is invalid

Check and amend
if required

Smock Alley point b

Developer led plan as the recent
planning application does not
meet the criteria to include 4
bungalows

Agree and intend
that the policy
stands as that is
what residents have
said they want on
the site.

Smock Alley point e

Hedges are to the north and
west not east as stated and
would have to be removed so
would fail the policy
requirements.

Check wording.
Agree which is why
the policy is
worded in that
manner and would
have to be
complied with.

H 2.5

Quota led by HDC. Site
assessment has not considered
all sites put forward.

All sites put forward
have been
considered

Evidence

Unable to locate the 2016
appeal decision in the Evidence

Check and amend
if required

BUAB

Not located in the BUAB and
appeal references

Agree but a NP can
amend the
settlement
boundary

Traf c

Site selection states no tra c
issues but the PC has cited
tra c as a reason for refusal on
other sites

WSCC are the
highways authority
and they haven’t
raised any issues

Community
involvment

No community involvement in
the site selection

That is the purpose
of the Reg 14
consultation and
survey.

Smock Alley

Site size is incorrect as the land
available is 2.6ha

Check plan

Smock Alley

Planning application submitted
shows only 4 bungalows

Planning
application
submitted during
the consultation
period shows 6
bungalows

Smock Alley

Hedgerow removal

Policy makes
reference to this

Site selection

Sites not elected by
parishioners

That is the purpose
of the Reg 14
consultation and
survey. However,
the HDPF Reg 19
consultation
identi es these
sites and will likely
go ahead without
the bene t of
locally imposed
conditions if not
allocated through
the NP

Appeal decision

Appeal
Ref:APP/Z3825/
W16/3146231 missing from
Evidence

Check evidence
base

Smock Alley

Land is outside of the BUAB

Agreed but a NP
can amend the
BUAB

Smock Alley

Major tra c issues will be
exacerbated by at least 28
additional vehicles

Check WSCC
Highways
comments

Yes

Yes

Tetra Tech

WSCC

Oppose with
comments

Oppose with
comments

General

Tra c and drainage issues

Noted

No

Oppose with
comments

General

Tra c and Environmental
impacts

Noted

Yes

Oppose with
comments

Smock Alley

Outside the BUAB; inside
settlement zone, rejected twice
previously, tra c and noise and
light pollution.

See previous
comments

Site selection

Use a brown eld site such as
The Winery

HDC policy on
employment sites
Take up issues with
HDC. Policy
amended to
recognise the issue
of pesticides

Yes

Comments

Hatches Estate

Concerns about biodiversity
and impact on wildlife. Access
not achievable as drawn. Threat
to pollinators due to
monoculture and lack of bu er
between housing and vineyard.
Tra c impact. Loss of
employment. Impact on LB and
gradual erosion of village setting

Yes

Oppose with
comments

Smock Alley

The land is inside the settlement See previous
separation zone, Dismissed at
comments
two previous appeals.
Severe harm to local wildlife.
Increase in tra c on narrow
lane putting pedestrians,
cyclists and horse riders at risk.
The land is a Green eld site and
should not be developed

Site selection

Alleges pre-determination

No decision has
been made. The
outcomes of the
parish wide survey
will help to
determine the next
steps and could
well lead to the
decision not to take
any of the sites
forward.

Smock Alley

Submitted planning application
responds to the requirements of
Policy H2.

Noted

Policy H2 point e

One tree will be removed to
achieve visibility from the site.
Hedgerows willl be retained

Noted

Housing

Questions the density of
housing on the proposed sites
and suggests that 51 units
could be achieved which would
meet the a ordable.Home First
objectives

Discuss with the
team and HDC

Coalescence

Support the avoidance of
coalescence between the two
villages

Noted

Policy EE6

Good advice about the policy
wording which they have
encountered di culties
implementing.

Revise the policy
inline with
suggested wording

Hatches Estate

All housing in the proposed
Discuss with the
Hatches Development
team
should be restricted in
height.
Yes two storeys but of
chalet design. Chalet
design is more energy
e cient, uses less building
materials, lower carbon
footprint and if designed
by decent architects can also
utilise the sloping roofs
for solar panels.

Hatches Estate

Issues of parking causing
prob less for people in
Orchard Dell at school times

See previous
comments

Yes

YES

Waverly BC

Oppose with
comments

No

Yes

Thakeham PC

Support with
comments

Support with
comments

Support with
modi cations

Yes

Support with
modi cations

Smock Alley

Appeal decisions and the
fact that the site is not within
the BUAB.

See previous
comments

Yes

Support with
comments

H6

A ordable housing needed

Noted and a
requirement of the
Plan

EH6

Fully support

Noted

Yes

No comment

Noted

No

Support

Noted

Yes

Oppose with
comments

Smock Alley

Site not suitable and
previously rejected

Noted

Yes

Support with
comments

Traf c

No overriding concerns

Noted
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WSCC Nexus
Planning

Yes

Support with
modi cations

Policy EH 2 is
su cient

The HDC Reg 19
includes
amendments to
the BUAB

Amended
accordingly

Amended
accordingly

Amended
accordingly

Amended
accordingly

Amended
accordingly

Amended
accordingly

Amended
accordingly

Minerals and Waste The

Noted amend the

Amended
accordingly

Page 18 Section
3.8

West Chiltington Community
Primary School is a primary
school, rather than a rst
school as referred to in the
text

Noted amend the
Plan

Amended
accordingly

Policy H2
Hatches

Page 26 rst paragraph
Review the Plan
Permission will be granted,
within the time period, for
housing on land identi ed on
the policy map provided that
the development needs
requirements of the policy
set out in this plan, the
Horsham district local plan
and West Chiltington design
guide, unless other material
considerations indicate
otherwise

West Sussex Waste Local
Plan
Plan 2014 (WLP) and the
West Sussex Joint Minerals
Local Plan 2018
(Partial review March 2021)
(JMLP) form part of the
development plan for West
Chiltington as well as the
Horsham Local Plan; as such
there should be reference to
these in the Neighbourhood
Plan Review]. Areas of the
plan area are safeguarded
under Policy M9 of the JMLP
.

ff

fl

fl

fl

Table 1

Amended
accordingly

Page 26 second para
suggested changes to
wording

Do not agree

Removal of all conditions
relating sustainable homes

Do not agree. A NP
can impose
conditions outside
of those in the
Local Plan. Policy
wording has been
agreed by
Examiners in other
NP’s

Require removal of the
wording in section 3 relating
to design and surfaces

Agree to remove
the word
imaginative.

Suggested amendments to
clause 4

Don’t agree

Suggested amendments to
clause 5

Remove words “at
all”

Suggested amendments to
clause 6

Don’t agree

Suggested amendments to
clause 7

Don’t agree

Suggested amendments to
clause 8

“Normally” added

Suggested amendments to
clause 9

Remove nal line as Amended
it is already HDC
accordingly
policy

Suggested amendments to
clause 10

Remove reference
to First Homes

Don’t agree. HDC
required this to be
added

Suggested amendments to
clause 11

Suggest remove
clause

Don’t agree as this
is very important to
local people

Suggested amendments to
clause 12

Don't agree

Site Land at Hatches

Change rst line to
read : The
Neighbourhood
Plan allocates the
land for a
residential
development of
around 15 units.

Clause a

Suggest add
Agree amended
“excluding any o
accordingly
site highway works”
to the policy

Clause b

Suggest remove
reference to
bungalows

Do not agree. This
point is important
to local people

Clause d

Suggest remove
reference to two
storey

Do not agree.

Clause e

Suggest remove
clause

Amend to insert
reference to WSCC
parking standards

Clause f

Amend as
suggested

Amended
accordingly

Clause g

Don’t agree with
addition of “where
possible” but agree
to add “should be”

Amended
accordingly

Clause h

Suggest add
“unless other
material
consideration
indicates otherwise

Don't agree

Final paragraph

Suggest remove
reference to
traditional
settlement pattern

Don't agree

Amended
accordingly

Amended
accordingly

Amended
accordingly

Agree amended
accordingly

